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You can think of this last project—your final project—as a package in the form of a Wordpress site. 
Wordpress, as you know, is the platform we use for our class blog. It is highly customizable—meaning 
each of you can create a website that looks unique, serving your own particular vision of the way your 
projects for this class speak to and inform each other. Wordpress allows you to embed video (think: your 
remix) and audio (think: your audio essay), as well as incorporate graphics in texts and hyperlink to 
relevant sources—two things you’ve already experimented with in the writing of your reading post. You 
should come to think of your Wordpress site as a visual and interactive showcase for the revised work you 
have done on your local issue, where viewers—the public you have been writing for—may read your white 
paper, watch your remix, listen to your audio essay, and explore links you’ve chosen to other blogs, articles, 
and useful websites. 
 
Central to your Wordpress site will be a digital remediation of one of your text-based essays—either your 
white paper or your research narrative. While the term remediation has several definitions, for the purposes 
of our course, to remediate is to re-compose across mediums—in this case, from the 8 ½ x 11 word 
processor page to the customizable, online space of a personal Wordpress site. In addition to polishing 
sentences, clarifying main points, strengthening your argument, and refining your research—the sorts of 
revisions typical to these types of essays—you will consider what new things revising for the web can offer 
your essay in terms of content and form. Obviously, you’ll incorporate graphics and hyperlinks (and we’ll 
talk about when and why to use these things), but you’ll also get to think about how you want your 
audience to read your essay. Will you break it up among different pages on your site? Will you use posts as 
chapters? Will you include internal links so that your audience can read your essay in a non-linear fashion?  
 
In sum, this final project asks you to focus on and hone your skills in three areas: revision, from the 
sentence level to the big idea; digital remediation as it relates to content and audience reception; and 
website design. 
 
TIMELINE 
 
This final project involves multiple revisions plus a self-designed Wordpress site. To ensure that you stay on task, 
please take these workshop dates as deadlines for your own revisions and rough drafts. I encourage you to begin 
designing your site on Wordpress as soon as possible, a little each day.  
 
Sentence-level workshop: white paper: Wednesday, April 8 
Sentence-level workshop: research narrative: Friday, April 10 
Digital remediation rough draft workshops: Monday, April 13 & Wednesday, April 15 
Final project due: no later than midnight on Thursday, April 23 
 
FINAL PROJECT CHECKLIST 
 
A final Wordpress site that is considered complete will include: 
 

A. FOUR REVISED PROJECTS (TWO MAJOR AND TWO MINOR REVISIONS) 
 
______ Major revision #1: a digital remediation of either your white paper or your research narrative 
______ Major revision #2: infographic, video remix, or audio essay 
______ Minor revision #1: choose from the projects that did not receive a major revision 
______ Minor revision #2: choose from the projects that did not receive a major revision 
 

B. SITE COMPONENTS 
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______ At least three fully developed pages 
______ A catchy title and web address (think: audience attention) 
______ Supplementary graphics 
______ Text with hyperlinks to supplementary materials 
______ A list of local resources for learning more about your issue, either in the form of a blog roll or on a 

dedicated page 
 
We will discuss in class the different requirements for major and minor revision. You must decide, as part 
of your website design, how you will present your different projects to your viewing audience. Note that 
you have the option of jettisoning one of your five projects, though if you wish to include all five, you may 
do so. Any other material that you wish to include on your site—for instance, your Circulation Project, a 
Twitter feed, polls, etc.—is optional but welcome and may benefit your overall final grade. 
 
EVALUATION 
 
Your digital essay remediation and final website are worth an overall final grade of 15 points. Here’s what 
I’ll be considering as I determine how many points your remediation and website have earned: 
 

• Does your essay remediation make strategic use of the affordances of writing on a digital platform? 
Does it incorporate media and hyperlinks in smart ways? Does it take advantage of non-linear ways 
to present text on a blog platform (by interlinking posts, spreading texts across multiple pages, 
etc.)? 

• Did you revise the content of your essay to tell a better story and/or present better research and/or 
solutions? That is, along the way in your remediation, did you write a better white paper or 
research narrative? 

• Did you polish your sentences? Is your essay remediation professionally presented, free of typos 
and grammatical errors? 

• How well is your final website designed and organized? Is it clear how you would like a reader to 
navigate it? Does it have a pleasing aesthetic that compliments your approach to your local issue? 
What kinds of rhetorical choices have you made in regard to design and audience reception (and is 
it clear to me that you are aware of your rhetorical choices)? 

 
When I grade your digital essay remediation and website, I will also deliver final grades for the rest of your 
projects. You can see the final grade breakdown on the syllabus. 
 
RESOURCES 
 
As a class, you will compose your own set of resources for the final project on our class blog. I will ask you 
to look for certain things to share with us—digital essay models and Wordpress sites that you admire, for 
instance—but you should also independently post information about things you’ve learned in the process 
of making your Wordpress site. If you’ve found a set of tips that are really helpful for thinking about how 
to use hyperlinks in smart ways, or how to embed a Twitter feed in your blog (if that’s something you want 
to do), post it! 
 
A NOTE ON PSEUDONYMS 
 
I encourage you to create and post to your Wordpress blog under a pseudonym, which will be most 
effective in protecting your identity if it’s a different pseudonym than the one you use on Twitter, our class 
blog, or elsewhere. (Do not use your Pitt username.) Pseudonyms aren’t dishonest or deceitful; they just 
give you the freedom to share the work you’d like to share about your issue right now without necessarily 
letting that work follow you into the future.  


